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Big developers and new builds -  not always a happy ending 
 

It is very easy, and wrong of me, to criticise another developer and adopt a 
‘holier than thou’ mentality when it could be argued the developer acted in 
good faith and made an honest mistake.  Every company has the occasional 
problem and the key is how, and importantly, how quickly, it resolves it.  
Unfortunately, in this particular case the mistake appears to have been      
anything but an innocent error or oversight. The developer in question is 
one of the UK’s biggest housebuilders (for the name, think of a manic                 
politician and a brand of bread with a famous UK TV advert featuring          
cobbled stone streets).  It is publicly listed and over the past five years has 
built over 17,000 homes and has made more than £650 million profit.  
Sounds like a large, reputable developer that buyers can rely on to produce 
a quality product, but alas in this instance this has not been the case. 

The problems came to the surface over a year ago when the developer was accused of handing 
over homes to buyers that were not completed  -  all in an attempt to boost its profit for the year.  
The company subsequently replaced its CEO, with the new incumbent promising to rectify         
matters and it set aside more than £10 m to deal with the complaints.  In January of this year 
the CEO said that the housebuilder was no longer “handing over crap or incomplete houses to 
customers” and was delivering homes only when they are ready, “as opposed to when we need to 
make a profit”. 

 

Unfortunately for the company, big companies are like cruise ships, they take a long time to turn around.  In April, 
The Times ran a series of articles criticizing the company for misleading buyers and “deliberately” delaying essential             
repairs to poorly built homes.  It also accused the company of failing adequately to repair defects and engaging in 
“underhand behaviour” to limit bad publicity.  According to the newspaper, at least one disgruntled homebuyer 
claimed that they were prevented from talking about issues by a gagging clause.   

The good news, if you can call it that, is that the company is now saying that the measures it introduced has resulted in 
a fall of two thirds in notified faults with completed houses, which are now at industry standards, and a rise in          
customer satisfaction scores over the past six months to 87%, equivalent to a four-star rating.  A spokesman has said: 
“We have made huge changes to our build quality and customer service and have transformed the company.”  Whilst 
those words don’t appear to tally with the recent Times investigation, and may be of little consolation in the short term 
to disgruntled owners, it is a cruise ship and at least it has identified the problems and hopefully the solutions.  

So why am I highlighting the woes of one particular developer?  It appears the problem may not be limited to this 
company alone.  Kirstie Allsopp, presenter of the Channel 4 property programme Location, Location, Location,              
recently warned homebuyers off new-build properties. “I’ve been banging on about how badly built many new homes 
are — but beware it’s not just this company, if you’re buying new I’d be more careful than if buying a home that’s been 
standing for 100 years+.  The difficulty is the difference between the show home and the reality. If there are any homes 
already built be brave, knock on the doors and ask ‘are you happy with your house? ” 

I don’t think Kirstie is suggesting that people refrain from buying new build houses.  She is simply pointing out that 
what you are promised and what you get is not always the same and that many new build houses lack the quality, and 
often the durability, of established properties.  Before committing to a purchase, don’t be afraid to ask the right        
questions and get the assurances you need from whatever source you feel appropriate. 

I think it is fair to say that the majority of developers provide a satisfactory product by modern standards. However, 
‘caveat emptor’ is certainly applicable.  If you are being sold a property off plan by a glib salesman who is commission 
focused, you will probably never see him again after the sale so speak to an accountable party  who can get things done 
if you do have any problems.  Importantly, the number of houses a company builds is not a reflection of the company’s 
values or the quality of its homes.  If you want to build a great business, it is all about ‘delivering the promise’.  Finding 
the developer that lives by that philosophy is the challenge most investors face. 

Tony Davies    Managing Director 

Our MD and   
Denessa Chan 
will be in Asia 
from the 23rd 

May until early 
June.  If you 
would like to 

meet them 
please contact us 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/edition/news/dream-homes-turn-into-nightmares-hjgqm2l3c


Hot off the press 

Build to rent jumps 

The number of build-to-
rent schemes in Britain 
has jumped sharply over 
the past year as                 
investors, pensions and developers pour millions into the sector to benefit from adults renting for longer.  The number 
of purpose-built rental homes complete, under construction or in planning has increased by 30% in the past year.    
Build-to-rent schemes are blocks of flats constructed solely for renting out and managed by one company.  Most are 
being bankrolled by large institutional investors, including  pension and insurance funds such as M&G and Legal & 
General. 

Rising house prices have led to an expanding “Generation Rent” priced out of home ownership, with more than 1.1m 
people between the ages of 35 to 44 renting in England. The figures, compiled by the British Property Federation and 
Savills, the estate agency, show that there were 117,893 build-to-rent homes across all stages of development in the first 
three months of this year, compared with a total of 90,761 in the first quarter of 2017. The total number of completed 
build-to-rent homes, has increased by 45%, from 14,371 to 20,863, in the same period. There were only 6,031 build-to-
rent homes in 2015.  A total of 17,578 homes are in the pipeline, earmarked by local authorities and developers for       
delivery, while 33,075 are under construction, 47 % from the same time last year.   

The big boys are piling in, but we are a long way short of satisfying the housing shortage  

The problem         In the latter half of the 19th century, when the Victorians embarked on 
a huge housebuilding programme to cater to the expanding, aspirant middle class, they 
built homes with such fastidiousness that most, except those subject to the interference of 
Hitler’s bombs, are still standing today . Can anyone imagine that Britain’s many estates of 
new build homes will be standing so proud in 2160? Problems exist across the entire            
market. Low build standards, tiny rooms, too few and too small windows and a 
lack of architectural imagination are commonplace. All are symptoms of        
Britain’s broken housing market, which is far too reliant on a small number 
of large private companies. These symptoms have been left to fester by another 
uniquely British disease: weak regulation.  With housing in such demand, supply limited 
and little effective oversight, it is all too easy for builders to cut corners to boost profits, 
leaving the mess for future generations — and chief executives to clear up.                             
We couldn’t agree more. 

 

Homes became more unaffordable last year in England as house prices raced ahead of wages             

On average in England and Wales full-time workers have to pay 7.8 times their annual salary for a property,              
compared with 7.6 times in 2016. The increase was entirely due to higher house prices in England, where the ratio 
rose from 7.7 times to 7.9 times. In Wales there was no change. The figures from the Office for National Statistics                
underline the crisis in affordability. Since 1997 the affordability ratio has more than doubled in England and almost 
doubled in Wales. Rocketing house price inflation combined with slower wage growth has been to blame, the ONS 
said. Economists have pointed to two dynamics for the surge in property prices: low levels of new building, which has 
caused a worsening imbalance between demand and supply, and ultra-low interest rates as banks have flooded the 
market with cheap mortgages. The Bank of England has argued that affordability is not unusually high when              
comparing mortgage costs to income rather than house prices to income.  Things are only going to get worse.  

Majestic Victoria 
11 studio and 7 one bedroom apartments  ;  Character building 
Classic designs  -  period features  ;  Anticipated completion  -                    
Autumn 2018  ;  Good residential area  -  tree lined street comprising 
quality homes  ;  Walking distance to Metrolink, bus and train stations 
Close to shops, restaurants etc  ;  Strong rental demand and capital 
growth prospects  ;  6% p.a. interest on funds held prior to completion 
6% p.a. net rental guarantee for 2 years  ;  £5,000 Rental Bond per unit 
to support the guarantee  ;  Unit price  -  from £105,000  ;  Syndicate 
opportunity from £30,000 

For further information please contact us 
Manchester 

A quality opportunity 



 

Around the globe 

Focus on the North West  ;  Chester 

As our clients and newsletter readers will know, we believe that one of the 
best areas in the UK to invest in is the North West of England, principally 
Lancashire and Cheshire.  The Manchester - Liverpool conurbation, and 
the surrounding towns, are set to out-perform the general UK residential 
market over the medium term.  Over the coming months we will be           
reviewing a number of cities and towns within this region so that                    
everyone can gain a small insight into what each location has to offer. 

Our first focus is on the historic city of Chester, which is 25  miles from 
Liverpool and 45 miles from Manchester.  It is a walled city and is on the 
River Dee, close to the border with Wales. It had a population of 118,200 
in 2011 and is the most populous settlement of Cheshire West, which had 
a population of 332,200 in 2014.  

Chester was founded by the Romans in 79AD and was granted city status 
in 1541.  It is one of the best preserved walled cities in Britain. It has a 
number of medieval buildings and apart from a 100-metre section, the 
listed Grade I walls are almost complete. The Industrial Revolution 
brought railways, canals, and new roads to the city, which saw substantial 
expansion and development – Chester Town Hall and the Grosvenor         
Museum are examples of Victorian architecture from this period. 

Chester's main industries are now the service industries comprising        
tourism, retail, public administration and financial services.  It has a             
relatively large financial sector including Bank of America, MBNA, NFU 
Mutual, HBOS plc, Virgin Money, Old Mutual Wealth, Diner's Club and 
M&S Bank. Just over the Welsh border in Ewloeto is the price comparison 
website moneysupermarket.com  and nearby Broughton is home to a 
large Airbus UK factory (formerly British Aerospace), employing around 
6,000 staff, there are food processing plants to the north and west of the 
city and the Iceland frozen food company is based in nearby Deeside. 

Chester has its own university, the University of Chester which has over 
15,000 students and a major hospital, the Countess of Chester Hospital, 
named after Diana, Princess of Wales and Countess of Chester. 

With its excellent transport links, the city is within easy commuting         
distance of all the major cities and towns in the region, reflecting in an 
average property price of £270,579 in May 2018. This is a rise of 3.39% in 
the last three months (since February 2018) and rise of 5.69% since 12 
months ago. In terms of property types, apartments  in Chester sold for 
an average of £195,622 and terraced houses for £199,553.  There is good 
demand for rented accommodation, from both students and professionals 
with rental yields around 5%, with one bedroom apartments  averaging 
£775 pcm and two beds averaging £1065 pcm.   For information on                                                                                                          
property opportunities in Chester please contact us. 

 

According to some estimates, there are around 100,000 deserted settlements in southern Europe 
that are ripe for restoration. A recent report by the European Commission found that the flight of 
continentals from the countryside to urban areas has been accelerating since the aftermath of the 
Second World War. By 2020, three in four Europeans (including Britons) will live in cities, up 
from about half in 1950, with a projected rise to 78% by 2050. For the rural regions of southern 
Europe, the implications are stark;  their populations are ageing and dwindling, there are closing 
schools  and GPs’ surgeries and post offices are being centralised in larger towns. 

Even today, you don’t have to travel far out of southern European cities to find the remnants of 
these villages. Some have become tourist curiosities; some have been bought by hotel groups; and 
a lucky few are bought as a labour of love by local or overseas investors.  Britons are the most          
frequent inquirers about purchasing whole villages, according to one agent who specialises in      
selling abandoned settlements in Spain. She says North American buyers are often keen to snap 
up vineyards, and Germans more commonly ask after castles.   Feeling adventurous? 
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We hope you enjoy reading From the Property Pulpit                                                                                                    
If you have any feedback from us re content or format please let us know.   We want to make it an          

enjoyable and informative read so all suggestions will be gratefully  received.  
 

If you know anyone who might be interested in reading it please forward it to them or forward us 
their email address.   Your support would be greatly appreciated. 

info@stdavidgroup.com       www.stdavidgroup.com 

This newsletter is not an invitation to the 
general public to invest in a St David       

private syndicate.  For further                     
information on our activities and how you 

can become  a client please contact us.  

A thought from the Property Pulpit 

"It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it."  

Warren Buffett 

(so act honorably and don’t risk a long term relationship with short term expediency) 

 

 

The greatest number of houses being built in the UK, in any stage of development, is the 
60,530 units in London.  The UK’s Grosvenor Group is building 1,350 build-to-rent homes in a 

former biscuit factory in Bermondsey, while 5,000 homes are being built in Wembley by Quintain, the building group. 
Greystar, an American specialist, wants to deliver and manage 10,000 such homes in London by 2022. 

The northwest has the second largest number at 29,600, followed by the southeast at 7,101. Scotland has 3,365 build-to-
rent homes, but Wales has the lowest of any UK region, at 219. 

Did you know? 

As you can probably guess 
from the name of our group, 
our MD is a Welshman and 
is an avid football                          
supporter.   On a recent 
shopping trip in Manchester 
he bumped into the best 
footballer Wales has                           
produced in living memory.     
Ryan Giggs was an               
absolute gentleman when a 

star struck, tongue tied supporter asked for a photo. You often 
hear of aloof celebrities, but Ryan was friendly and courteous; a 
credit to his profession, club and country.   It was only a few 
minutes of his time, which Ryan will never remember,  but our 
MD greatly appreciated his approach to it and is having the    
photograph framed for his mantelpiece.   Boys and their heroes! 

Don’t forget our MD and Denessa Chan  
will be in Asia from the 23rd May.             
If you would like to meet them while 
they are there please contact us.         

And now for something a little  different…… 

The people you bump into in Manchester 

 

Sorry, more football….. 

Having stood on the  terraces of 
Ninian Park in the dark old days 
watching Cardiff City play  Rochdale 
in the fourth division, our MD can’t 
resist  commenting on the fact that the mighty 
Bluebirds are soaring again!  They will be in the 
Premiership next  season and our MD is looking 
forward to the Champions league the season after 
(Ever the optimist, as most life long supporters 
tend to be). 

Best wishes for a speedy recovery 
 

Mina (our EA) has seen her mum in hospital            
recently in a serious condition.   The good news is 
that she is over the worst of it and we wish her a 
speedy recovery and great health. 


